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Breaking the Bond - Successfully Sourcing Returns in a Low Return Environment

Extremely low interest rates,
increasing debt levels,
deteriorating credit quality..
No time to die Mr Bond?
This paper examines what investors in Asia-Pacific may do to ‘Break the Bond’ with traditional
fixed income, due to the spectre of rising government debt, extending durations and
deteriorating credit quality in benchmarks. We first discuss investors’ bond to traditional fixed
income, which we define as traditional government and investment grade credit. We then
discuss what alternatives there can be for investors to build better defensive portfolios.
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4 Reasons why investors
will continue to hold bonds
Investors will continue to hold bonds for various reasons, despite the lack of income, and
the increasing amount of credit and inflation risk. We list below four reasons why they will
continue to do so:
• Insurers or defined benefit plan still need bonds for liability hedging.
• Defined contribution funds will continue to invest if they are set up for de-risking or lifecycle objectives.
• Bonds can serve as a deflation or crisis hedge. While nobody wants a repeat of the 2020 crisis, never say never again.
• Bonds may also outperform cash if yield curves are upwards sloping, in which they get a roll return, or they may get a
hedge pickup when investing in overseas bonds.

Why do investors still invest in bonds?

Liability hedging

Lifecycle / de-risking programs

Deflation / crisis-hedge

Upwards sloping curves / roll return
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The defensive trilemma
Based on the above reasons, it seems undeniable that bonds still
get the award as a defensive asset class. But what can investors do
if they don’t like their bonds as part of their defensive portfolio at
these extreme low yields?
We can approach this problem by starting with the objectives of any defensive allocation.
We view this as the defensive trilemma, a trilemma because investors will not be able to
meet all three objectives at the same time. Do investors want to enhance income, diversify
against equity risk or hedge against inflation risk?

Diversification/protection

Income
enhancement

Inflation
hedging

Asset owners are forced to weigh each angle. For example:
• Maturing pension schemes/pensioners need income to meet pension payments, but
still need to invest in a diversified manner.
• Insurers and endowments may juggle with hedging their inflationary risks as well as
diversifying from more volatile holdings
In the next section, we will consider substitutes more focused on income enhancement
and inflation protection and others more focused on diversifying equity risk. We will
position various bond substitutes along this trilemma.
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Bond substitutes
Income
enhancement

Inflation
hedging

Diversification
/ downside
protection
Diversification/
protection

1. Real assets
2. Equity income
3. Growth fixed income
4. Private debt

Income
enhancement

5. Absolute return

Inflation
hedging

6. Currency
7. Cryptocurrency
8. Gold
9. Commodities
10. Options
= good

= moderate

• Substitute 1, real assets, include unlisted real estate and
infrastructure. These assets are exposed to economic
growth and inflation. COVID-19 put stress on real estate,
especially retail and commercial, whereas industrial
warehousing or data centres benefit from the move to
e-commerce and an asset light economy. Infrastructure
asset performance varies depending on location,
regulation and classification. Quality defensive assets are
best in this bucket. The pandemic also challenges what
‘quality’ means for real assets, how we live our lives in
the future will impact on the profile of future income and
inflation-hedging properties from real assets.
• Substitute 2, equity type replacements, include high
dividend, low volatility, REITs, listed infrastructure and
quality style shares. These strategies remain very popular
in Australia and New Zealand, especially for pensioners or
endowment and foundation. For not only do these offer
higher yields, but also franking benefits or tax advantages.
Asian clients are exploring this option to reduce overall
volatility in their equity portfolio, although discussions on
abandoning bonds for income-focused equity strategies
have had less traction, particularly for Asian investors
where the yields on their local bonds are still palatable.

= low or none

• Substitute 3, growth fixed income, includes allocations
to asset classes such as emerging market debt, high
yield and leveraged loans. Whereas in Australia this has
become very popular, in Asia, many investors are still
clinging tightly to the investment grade universe. The
bolder ones that are not impacted by any liability-hedging
concerns have added mandates with more flexibility to
rotate among these types of securities. This is an asset
class where Mercer sees broader opportunities
• Substitute 4, private debt, includes allocations to
real estate debt, infrastructure debt and mezzanine
debt. Private debt tends to be much more deal specific
and has illiquidity risk involved. There has been
strong interest in private debt, especially with the fast
growing domestic market in Australia as banks are
disintermediating. Mercer favours an allocation to
private debt if the illiquidity budget allows for this.
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• Substitute 5, absolute return covers a very broad
umbrella. Mercer has been in favour of the move to
absolute return fixed income, harvesting the credit
spread with low duration exposure. Clients see that
as the more ‘vanilla’ end of a fully-fledged hedge fund
portfolio at lower fees. These have done better than the
more long biased hedge funds, multi-asset or risk premia
funds, which had a dip during the COVID crisis before
recovering, especially given the leverage involved in some
of these strategies. Other, less long biased strategies like
macro and trend following strategies did relatively better
during the dip. Manager and strategy selection remain
important. While performance can be quite mixed, we
believe absolute return can outperform cash with low
beta to traditional asset classes. More dynamic active
strategies can take advantage of opportunities as they
arise in a politically and economically uncertain world.
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• Substitute 8, gold has a supply which is limited, and
also has been an age-old store of value. Gold does have
some opportunistic hedging ability, especially against
currency debasement as well as equity market crashes.
Gold has a strong relationship with inflation linked
bonds but gold will not protect against all types of
inflation and pays no income. Some institutional clients
have made direct investments, others obtain exposure
through a multi-asset strategy.
• Substitute 9, commodities. If a 1970s type stagflation
or supply shock were to occur, which could be triggered
by geopolitical tensions, then commodities would be the
suitable hedge. Focusing on oil and gas which are 60% of
the GSCI commodity index, traditional energy sources are
facing increased competition from renewables and the
overhanging risks from possible OPEC disagreements.
At times also the roll yield can be expensive, like we saw
with oil futures last year. Also, in Australia, investors
typically already have resource stock exposure to benefit
from a cyclical recovery, so Mercer do not recommend a
dedicated strategic commodity allocation, although it may
be useful for tactical tilts at times.

• Substitute 6, currency. While these do not provide
much income at this point in time, in times of stress,
many investors will still look to the USD, and many
financial systems monitor their currency’s strength
with reference to the USD, thereby making a good
diversifier. However, trading in alternative currencies
like the RMB is rising, and since Tomorrow Never Dies,
investors may not look to the USD all the time.

• Substitute 10, option strategies. We do have some
clients invested in these synthetic constructs, especially
if they have regulatory or capital charge requirements
like insurers. Some clients have used collars or more
dynamic strategies to lower the upfront cost. We
also helped clients investing in specific tail hedging
strategies. There is still a gap in client’s comfort levels
to utilise option strategies, so we have also put forward
multi-asset products to clients which includes such
contracts. We believe this is a good way for clients to
become more familiar with their features as some of
these strategies can be quite complex.

• Substitute 7, cryptocurrencies have come a long way,
but are still considered to be speculative and more
likely to experience extreme volatility, much like the
buzz of walking into Casino Royale. Mercer considers
the risks to outweigh the potential benefits for most
clients, not to mention the challenges in reporting
and consolidation, as cryptocurrencies have to be held
in digital wallets. Since cryptocurrencies do not offer
income and lack sufficient regulation, it does not fit
as a solution to our trilemma. We should of course,
separate them from digital currencies that are backed
by government entities and national reserves.

Figure 1 shows the results of a vote undertaken during Mercer's 2021 Asia-Pacific Global Investment Forum for
institutional investors based on the question "what would you use in your defensive portfolio as a substitute
for traditional bonds?".
Mercer's 2021 Asia-Pacific Global Investment Forum results (391 votes)
Real assets (unlisted real estate and infrastructure)
Private debt
Growth fixed income (emerging market debt, high yield, bank loans)
Absolute return (hedge funds, multi-asset, risk premia)
Equity income (high div, low vol, REITs, listed infra)
Gold
Commodities
Currency
Options (puts, collars, spreads)
Cryptocurrency
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Conclusions and
recommendations
There is no silver bullet to kill Mr Bond, rather, investors
are faced with a defensive trilemma. In a lower for longer
environment, investors should examine whether their
return and risk objectives are still valid. Consider also
whether your time horizon needs extending, liquidity
and fee constraints, and liability matching needs. Then,
prioritize what your main concerns are on the trilemma
and which ones affect you the most. Is it inflation? Income
or equity diversification? Mercer recommends investors
start “Breaking the Bond” with traditional fixed income
by including real assets, growth fixed income and private
debt, and for additional protection consider absolute
return, currency and option strategies.
Finally, be opportunistic when allocating to these
substitutes. In a world filled with political and economic
risk, take advantage of market dislocations to get better
positioning across the trilemma. None of the 10 substitutes
we mentioned follow traditional set and forget bond
benchmarks, so why should investors?
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Important Notices

Mercer (Australia) Pty Ltd

This document has been prepared by Mercer Investments (Australia) Limited
(MIAL) ABN 66 008 612 397, Australian Financial Services Licence #244385.

ABN 32 005 315 917

References to Mercer shall be construed to include Mercer LLC
and/or its associated companies.

100 Barangaroo Avenue

© 2021 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.

GPO Box 9946 Sydney NSW 2001

This contains confidential and proprietary information of Mercer and is intended
for the exclusive use of the parties to whom it was provided by Mercer. Its
content may not be modified, sold or otherwise provided, in whole or in part, to
any other person or entity, without Mercer’s prior written permission.

www.mercer.com.au

One International Towers Sydney
Sydney, NSW Australia 2000

The findings, ratings and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual
property of Mercer and are subject to change without notice. They are
not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future performance of
the investment products, asset classes or capital markets discussed. Past
performance does not guarantee future results. Mercer’s ratings do not
constitute individualised investment advice.
Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third party
sources. While the information is believed to be reliable, Mercer has not sought to
verify it independently. As such, Mercer makes no representations or warranties
as to the accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or
liability (including for indirect, consequential or incidental damages), for any error,
omission or inaccuracy in the data supplied by any third party.
This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
securities, commodities and/or any other financial instruments or products
or constitute a solicitation on behalf of any of the investment managers, their
affiliates, products or strategies that Mercer may evaluate or recommend.
For the most recent approved ratings of an investment strategy, and a fuller
explanation of their meanings, contact your Mercer representative..
Conflicts of interest: For Mercer Investments conflict of interest
disclosures, contact your Mercer representative or see www.mercer.com/
conflictsofinterest.
Mercer universes: Mercer’s universes are intended to provide collective
samples of strategies that best allow for robust peer group comparisons over
a chosen timeframe. Mercer does not assert that the peer groups are wholly
representative of and applicable to all strategies available to investors.
Risk warnings: The value of your investments can go down as well as up,
and you may not get back the amount you have invested. Investments
denominated in a foreign currency will fluctuate with the value of the currency.
Certain investments carry additional risks that should be considered before
choosing an investment manager or making an investment decision.
This document is not for distribution to retail investors.
‘MERCER’ is a registered trademark of Mercer (Australia) Pty Ltd
ABN 32 005 315 917.
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